Privacy Filter (P2L)
Install Instructions
Supplies included:
2 - Microfiber cloths
1 - 1oz. Bottle of anti-scratch cleaner
1 - Pair of non-latex gloves
Double-sided adhesive strips

Instructions:
Verify:
1. Hold the filter up to
your monitor to verify
that you received the
proper size filter.

Clean:
2. With your monitor
turned off, use the
cleaner and large
microfiber cloth
provided to wipe down
the device screen to
prepare the screen for
filter installation.
• Apply the adhesive
strip(s) to the glossy
side of the filter
along the edges of
the filter at the
desired locations.
(See recommended locations.)
• After applying the strips, run your finger across the liner
with slight pressure to remove any bubbles that may be
present in the adhesive strips.
• Pull the paper liner exposing the
medium-tack reusable adhesive on all
the applied strips. Be careful to
only remove the paper and not whole strip.
• Rest the filter on the
bottom bezel, align the
filter left and right.
Tip the filter towards
the device screen
gently pressing at the
adhesive attachment
points to allow the adhesive tabs to hold the filter in place.

Put on gloves:

3. Wear the included set
of gloves when handling
the filter once the liners
are removed to prevent
fingerprints.

Remove filter liners:

4. Carefully remove both
front and back liners
from the filter. The back
side is glossy, and the
front is matte.

Note: The Privacy Filter is to be installed matte side out.
Release adhesive strips:

5. The enclosed double-sided adhesive strips are
to hold the filter in place. Remove an adhesive
strip from the
paper backed liner
card exposing the
hi-tack adhesive.

• Run your finger across
the filter where strips
are located with slight
pressure to remove any
bubbles that may be
present in the adhesive.
• If an adjustment is needed, the entire filter can be
removed and realigned.

After Install:
6. Wipe down the front of the filter with the provided
microfiber cloth and cleaner.
7. Power on the device.
• This filter will slightly darken the screen, consider
adjusting the brightness of the screen if this is an
issue.
• If you find that your image is blurry, verify that the
filter is tight to the screen, additional strips may be
necessary to accomplish this.

If additional or replacement installation supplies
are needed, contact us at sales@photodon.com
or at 847-377-1185

